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The Fano-equivalent profiles of two negative-ion resonant states have been observed in the integrated Stokes
parameters of 636.2 nm photons emitted from the 3d104s4d 1D2 state of zinc. These profiles reflect the effects
of electron exchange and the spin-orbit interaction via the angular-momentum-dependent properties of the
alignment and orientation Stokes parameters. The resonant states have energies of 10.98±0.02 eV and
11.33±0.02 eV and widths of 0.25±0.03 eV and 0.33±0.05 eV, respectively, and are bound to an excited
atomic state with a 3d9 core hole. The lower-energy resonance shows a strong spin-orbit interaction whereas
the higher-energy resonance shows negligible spin-orbit interaction.
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Interference is a universal phenomenon in physics, be it
classically between two waves or quantum mechanically, for
example, between a bound and a continuum state of an atom.
The interchannel interference observed here is a many-body
effect produced by a coupling of direct and continuum elec-
tronic configurations excited by electron impact, which gives
rise to a characteristic Fano profile �1�. The profile is seen in
many diverse areas of atomic, nuclear, and condensed matter
physics and recently in cold-atom Efimov states �2�. Its value
lies in the insight it gives into the physical interaction
mechanisms �3�, spectroscopy �4�, and reaction dynamics �5�
of the interacting systems. Other examples occur in the time
domain by evolution of attosecond electronic wave packets
�6� and in electron transport through a quantum dot mol-
ecule, where coherence is preserved �7� and the conductance
spectrum between bonding and antibonding states shows a
Fano resonance whose width indicates the lifetime of the
molecule �8�. The present study explores angular momentum
effects in atomic physics, particularly in the region of reso-
nances and using incident spin-polarized electrons which un-
der certain conditions enables electron exchange and spin-
orbit interaction effects to be separated by observation of the
Stokes parameters �9,10�.

Most studies of Fano profiles have led to the identification
and characterization of spectral series. For example, the clas-
sic Fano profile occurs for photoabsorption in helium from
about 19 to 21 nm as a result of interference between direct
photoionization and double-excitation processes. The analy-
sis of the line shape and energy characterized the angular
momenta of states with mixed electronic configurations of
the type 2snp 1P1±2pns 1P1. However, details of the spin
and orbital angular momentum effects have been identified
infrequently in Fano profiles. Perhaps the most explicit and
informative characterization has emerged from the total pho-
ton absorption cross section by Glass-Maujean and Siebbeles
�11�. For linearly polarized photons exciting randomly ori-
ented molecules, they showed that along an asymmetric Fano
profile the continuum, resonance, and interference terms
have different angular asymmetry � parameters and that

those parameters depend on the electron couplings and cor-
relations as well as phase differences between excitation am-
plitudes. Similar variations of � and electron spin polariza-
tion were observed in the photoionization of zinc �12�. Those
experimental observations were limited by dipole synchro-
tron radiation. For electron impact, with increased degrees of
freedom over photon impact, Defrance �13� has shown in
helium how a Fano profile, or the frequently applied repre-
sentations of Fano and Cooper �14�, in the polarization of
cascade atomic radiation characterizes autoionizing states of
excited negative ions. The characterization of the states near
58 eV was in agreement with that obtained by Fano and
Cooper �15� combining elements of spectroscopy and scat-
tering theory. However, unresolved questions remained con-
cerning how electron coupling schemes, correlations, and
configuration interactions, and the spin and orbital angular
momenta in the autoionizing states, affected the Fano pro-
files.

The spin-orbit and electron exchange effects can be iden-
tified via the measured Stokes parameters, not only in the
excited state but also in the resonance state �10�. In this
Rapid Communication we apply this technique and investi-
gate the spin-dependent effects in two negative-ion reso-
nance states overlapping the ionization continuum in zinc
which are advantageously observed in 636.2 nm decay radia-
tion from the 4d 1D2 state of zinc after their autoionization.
The resonances were clearly distinguishable in the measured
polarizations but not in the individual intensities of the 636.2
nm radiation. The profiles were fitted with a Fano-equivalent
Shore parametrization �16� which allowed classification of
the resonances in terms of energy and width. Analysis of the
Stokes parameters then yielded characteristics of the reso-
nances such as configuration, coupling scheme, the effects of
electron exchange and spin-orbit interaction, and angular
momentum transfer mechanisms.

The scattering process investigated is described by the
following representation:

Zn�3d104s2 1S0� + e�↑↓� → Zn*−�3d94s24p2�

→ Zn�3d104s4d 1D2� + e

→ Zn�3d104s4p 1P1� + h� + e .*Electronic address: luka@physics.uwa.edu.au
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An electron temporarily is bound to an excited atomic state
with a vacancy in the 3d subshell which adds a new avenue
for studying configuration interactions and which is expected
to enhance the spin-dependent effects.

The appropriate experimental symmetries for excitation
and observation use the geometry shown in Fig. 1 of �17�.
The linear momentum vector and the spin vector of the trans-
versely polarized incident electrons define the z and y axes,
respectively, of a right-handed rectilinear coordinate
system. The scattered and ejected electrons are not detected,
and the integrated Stokes parameters are defined in terms of
the photon intensities observed along the y axis such that

P1=
I�0°�−I�90°�

I�0°�+I�90°� , P2=
I�45°�−I�135°�

I�45°�+I�135°� , and P3=
I��−�−I��+�

I��−�+I��+� where I���
is the intensity of photons with a polarization angle � with
respect to the z axis and I��+� and I��−� are, respectively, the
intensities of photons with positive and negative helicity.

For the incident spin-polarized electrons, the incident
electron spin angular momentum and linear momentum vec-
tors define a planar scattering symmetry and the three Stokes
parameters P1, P2, and P3 describe the asymmetries of the
polarization pattern of the emitted radiation. Then P2 can be
related to the spin-orbit interaction and P3 to the spin-orbit
interaction and the electron exchange �10�. The remaining
parameter P1 does not depend on the spin of incident elec-
trons because of cylindrical symmetry. The validity of this
approach and these “integrated” Stokes parameters measure-
ments have been confirmed by Wolcke et al. �18� and in our
laboratory for inner-shell excitation in zinc �19� and in neon
�20�.

Our crossed electron-atom beam apparatus is an improved
version of that described earlier �17�. The energy spread and
electron polarization were about 180 meV and 30% for the
measurement of P1 and 250 meV and 66% for the P2 and P3
measurements. The energy scale was calibrated to within
50 meV by fitting the sharp photon excitation function at
threshold to the theoretical integral cross section �21� convo-
luted with a Gaussian apparatus function.

The measured Stokes parameters �normalized to the inci-
dent electron polarization� of the 636.2 nm photons from the
4s4d 1D2 state are shown in Fig. 1. P3 and P1 clearly show
two features superimposed on a polarization background
caused by direct excitation while P2 is affected only by the

TABLE I. Energy E and width � for the two observed reso-
nances as obtained from fitting the resonance profiles to the Stokes
parameters P1, P2, and P3 of Fig. 1. An additional uncertainty from
the energy calibration of ±50 meV applies to the resonance
energies.

Stokes
parameter

Lower-energy resonance Higher-energy resonance

E1 �eV� �1 �eV� E2 �eV� �2 �eV�

P1 10.97±0.02 0.25±0.03 11.31±0.02 0.33±0.05

P2 11.01±0.02 0.28±0.05

P3 10.97±0.02 0.26±0.03 11.35±0.03 0.34±0.06

TABLE II. Fano q parameters for the two observed resonances
with 2D5/2 and 2D3/2 ion cores as obtained from the fitting of inten-
sities for different light polarizations. I1 corresponds to light inten-
sities at 0°, 45°, and �+ and I2 corresponds to light intensities at
90°, 135°, and �− for P1, P2, and P3, respectively.

Stokes
parameter

Lower-energy resonance Higher-energy resonance

I1 I2 I1 I2

P1 10.0 12.0 −1.6 −7.1

P2 4.5 4.4 −2.1 −2.1

P3 4.5 3.9 −1.8 −2.8
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FIG. 1. Stokes parameters P1, P2, and P3. Solid line: fit to the
Fano profile. Dotted line: fit to the polarization background.
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lower-energy resonance. Each of the resonance structures
was fitted using the Shore parametrization a�+b

1+�2 , where a and
b are the Shore parameters �16� which characterize the shape
of the resonance and � is defined as �=2�E−Er� /�, where E
is the incident electron energy, Er is the resonance energy,
and � is the resonance width. The Fano q parameters can be
calculated using q= b±�a2+b2

a , where sgn�q��sgn�a�.
As the resonances were not resolved in the photon inten-

sities, their energies and widths were determined from the
fits of the Fano profiles to the polarizations. The resulting E
and � are shown in Table I. The fitting of Fano profiles to the
polarization is justified only when the Fano q parameters of a
resonance observed in two different polarized photon inten-
sities, e.g., I�45° � and I�135° � for P2, have the same order of
magnitude �13�. This is the case here, as shown below.

Next, the energies and the widths from the fits to polar-
izations were used to fit each of the six intensity curves to
obtain Fano q parameters for each resonance. This is shown
in Table II. The fits to the intensities were then used to cal-
culate the Stokes parameters. Although the individual inten-
sities show unresolved contributions by both resonances, a
remarkable agreement was obtained even for P2, shown in
Fig. 2, the most complex and least statistically accurate mea-

surement. The calculated P2 values reproduce the single
lower-energy resonance with a shape and energy in excellent
agreement with the measured P2 shown in Fig. 1�b�. The
same level of agreement and accuracy is obtained by apply-
ing the procedure to the polarization parameters P1 and P3.
We assume that there is no interference between the two
resonances which we term as the lower �10.98±0.02 eV� and
higher �11.33±0.02 eV� energy resonances.

Further analysis of the resonances requires a discussion of
likely configurations and coupling schemes and of the effects
of electron exchange and the spin-orbit interaction as well as
the angular momentum transfer mechanisms. An electronic
configuration can be derived from the assumption that the
additional electron is bound in the field of a known excited
state with a negative electron affinity of up to approximately
0.5 eV. The energy levels in the autoionizing region of
relevance here �22� are shown in Fig. 3. Similar to the ap-
proach used for heavy noble gases �23� and some other at-
oms �24�, the resonance energies are compared with the
calculated center-of-gravity energies �CGEs� of states from
the nearby 3d104p2 �CGE=10.301 eV� and 3d94s24p �CGE
=11.459 eV� configurations, as shown in Fig. 3. This ap-
proach indicates that 3d94s24p is the most probable configu-
ration for the observed resonances as the majority of the
doubly excited 3d104p2 configuration states are too low in
energy. We propose an assignment for the lower- and higher-
energy resonances in which the negative ion consists of two
outermost 4p electrons bound to 3d94s2 J=5/2 and J=3/2
ion cores, respectively. Spin-orbit splitting in this ion core is
0.337 eV �25� in accordance with the energy difference of
0.36±0.02 eV between the two observed resonance struc-
tures. Without further experiments and theoretical calcula-
tions the assignment of angular momentum can only be
speculated because of the large number of possible states
arising from this configuration.

The resonance structures in P2 and P3 provide informa-
tion on momentum couplings and the role of spin-dependent
interactions �spin-orbit and electron exchange� �10� in these
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FIG. 2. Top: measured photon intensities I�45° � ��� and
I�135° � ���; dashed line, the contribution of direct scattering �DS�;
dotted lines, fitted individual resonances + DS; solid line, sum of
resonance fits and DS. I�135° � was offset relative to I�45° � for
clarity reasons. Bottom: Stokes parameter P2; the dashed line is
calculated from the fitted intensities.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Energy-level diagram of zinc showing the
observed 636.2 nm transition, the observed resonance energies
above ionization threshold, and two doubly excited neutral series.
CGE1 and CGE2 are the center-of-gravity energies for the 3d104s2

and 3d94s24p multiplets, respectively.
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highly correlated temporary complexes. While the spin-orbit
interaction with the continuum electron is negligible for zinc
atoms, this may not be true for the target electron and it can
lead to the breakdown of the LS-coupling scheme. This
distinction is important in negative ions as the continuum
electron becomes a bound “atomic” electron for the lifetime
of the negative ion �26�. The nonzero values of P2 in the
region of the lower-energy �J=5/2 core� resonance are an
indication of the existence of a weak, but measurable, spin-
orbit interaction within the negative ion and the breakdown
of LS-coupling. The zero values of P2 for the higher-energy
�J=3/2 core� resonance indicate negligible spin-orbit inter-
action and the validity of LS-coupling.

Nonzero values of P3 can be caused by the spin-orbit and
exchange interactions �10�. The opposite signs of the reso-
nances in P3 are explained as follows. If exchange is the
dominant spin-dependent interaction, then the electron spin-

polarization vector P� and P3 will have the same sign for the
studied transition. A change in sign can be caused only by
spin-orbit interaction in the collision. The fact that the lower-
energy resonance has P3 with an opposite �negative� sign
from the spin-polarization vector is an indication that the
spin-orbit interaction is dominant over exchange. Therefore,
both spin-dependent parameters P2 and P3 reveal in a con-
sistent way the lower-energy resonant state to be dominated

by a spin-orbit interaction �negative P3 and a resonance in
P2� and the higher-energy resonance to be dominated by ex-
change �positive P3 and no resonance in P2�.

In conclusion, we have observed the Fano profiles caused
by two temporary negative-ion states of zinc via measure-
ments of the Stokes polarization parameters from the decay
of the 4s4d 1D2 neutral state. The Stokes parameters revealed
significantly more details than the emission cross sections
and allowed the two resonances to be resolved. They also
identified the dominant roles of electron exchange and the
spin-orbit interaction and have shown how the spin-orbit in-
teraction is related to the total angular momentum of the ion
core of the resonance state. With prophetic insight Fano �27�
long ago described the spin-orbit interaction as a “weak force
with conspicuous effects.” The use of spin-polarized incident
electrons enabled the integral polarization technique to be
used to explore measurable effects of these weak magnetic
interactions. Future work will concern the observation of
these resonance structures in different exit channels and in
angular differential modes to obtain information on phase
shifts and a theoretical description of the structure and dy-
namical behavior.
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